Indigenous Water Security Colloquium on Washington State Fish Consumption Rates, Health, Human Rights and Tribal Treaties

**Location:** wałab?altxʷ (Intellectual House) University of Washington  
4249 Whitman Court, Seattle, WA 98195

**Date:** Wednesday, May 13, 2015

**Schedule:**

- **1:15pm** Light snacks and refreshments

- **1:30-1:40pm:** **Introductions** by Clarita Lefthand-Begay's (Diné) AIS 475D Water, health and ecosystem services class, then **prayer** by Ross A. Braine (Crow/Northern Cheyenne)

- **1:40-2:30pm:** **Storytelling** by Harvest Moon, Quinault Indian Nation Storyteller

- **2:35-3:05pm:** **Human health risk and fish consumption**, Elaine Faustman, Professor in the Department of Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences, University of Washington

- **3:10-3:40pm:** **Fish consumption rates in Washington**, Catherine A. O’Neill, Professor of Law and Senior Fellow, Center for Indian Law and Policy, Seattle University

- **3:45-4:15pm:** **Human rights and fish consumption**, Ethel Branch (Diné), Co-Chair of the Seattle Human Rights Commission

- **4:20-4:50pm:** **Treaties at risk**, Jim Woods (Makah), EPA Region 10, Senior Tribal Policy Advisor

**Hosted** by UW’s Department of American Indian Studies AIS475D: Water, health and ecosystem services class.

**Sponsored** by UW's Department of American Indian Studies and the Institute for Risk Analysis and Risk Communication.

If you have questions, please contact Clarita Lefthand-Begay at clarita@uw.edu.